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Abstract
Resource allocation for energy efficiency optimization in multi-carrier interference networks with multiple receive
antennas is tackled. First, a one-hop network is considered, and then, the results are extended to the case of a
two-hop network in which amplify-and-forward relaying is employed to enable communication. A distributed
algorithm which optimizes a system-wide energy-efficient performance function, and which is guaranteed to
converge to a stable equilibrium point, is provided. Unlike most previous works, in the definition of the energy
efficiency, not only the users’ transmit power but also the circuit power that is required to operate the devices is taken
into account. All of the proposed procedures are guaranteed to converge and only require statistical channel state
information, thus lending themselves to a distributed implementation. The asymptotic regime of a saturated network
in which both the active users and the number of receive antennas deployed in each receiver grow large is also
analyzed. Numerical results are provided to confirm the merits of the proposed algorithms.
1 Introduction
In the recent past, the growing concerns on sustainable
growth due to the exponential increase in the use of
mobile communication devices, as well as the need to
maximize battery life in mobile handsets, garnered a great
interest for resource allocation techniques aimed at the
maximization of the energy efficiency (EE), measured in
bits per Joule, at the physical layer of wireless networks.
While more traditional resource allocation techniques
pursue the optimization of the network’s performance in
terms of throughput, which usually comes at the expense
of battery life, an energy-efficient resource allocation
aims at the maximization of performance measures that
take into account the trade-off between achieving a
high throughput and saving as much battery power as
possible.
Pioneering works in the area of distributed resource
allocation for EE are [1-3]. There, the EE is defined as
the ratio between the users’ throughput and the transmit
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power, and energy-efficient power control algorithms for
the uplink of wireless networks are provided.
The results of [1-3] have been extended in several direc-
tions in many following studies. In [4], joint linear receiver
design and power control is pursued for CDMA networks,
while in [5], spreading code optimization is also plugged
into the resource allocation process. In [6], the impact
of widely linear filtering on the EE of wireless networks
is investigated. In [7], a hierarchical approach based on
Stackelberg games is used to tackle the energy-efficient
power control problem, while in [8], a power control algo-
rithm based on a repeated-game approach is proposed. In
[9], the impact of relaying on the EE of wireless networks
is studied.
Most of the above works deal with multiple-access-
channel systems. In [10], instead, a multi-carrier
interference network is considered, and the problem of
distributed EE maximization through individual power
allocation over the available subcarriers is investigated.
However, the proposed algorithm is not guaranteed to
converge to a stable equilibrium point. In [11], the uplink
of multi-cell orthogonal frequency-division multiple
access (OFDMA) network is considered, and a resource
allocator aiming at minimizing the total transmitted
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power subject to individual rate constraints is stud-
ied. The results indicate that the proposed algorithm
converges to a stable resource allocation policy only when
the interference load is below a certain threshold. In
[12], a game-theoretic approach to subcarriers, modu-
lation format, and power allocation for transmit power
minimization with rate constraints is considered. Again,
the proposed game is not guaranteed to converge to an
equilibrium, and for this reason, a virtual referee is intro-
duced to dictate the resource allocation and force it to a
stable and efficient equilibrium point. In [13], an auction
approach to subcarrier, modulation, and coding scheme
allocation in single-cell and multi-cell OFDMA networks
is proposed, and the simplification is made to divide the
users in each cell between interior and edge users, assum-
ing that the inner users in each cell do not interfere with
adjacent cells. In [14], energy-efficient subcarrier and
transmit power allocation in the uplink of an OFDMA
interference network is considered. However, in order to
ensure the convergence of the resulting algorithm, sub-
carrier assignment is performed in a centralized fashion.
In [15], a novel system-wide energy-efficient perfor-
mance metric is proposed, which allows for a completely
distributed and convergent power and subcarrier allo-
cation in multi-carrier interference networks. There, the
resource allocation problem is formulated as a potential
game [16], with potential function given by the system-
wide performance function to be maximized. Potential
games for resource allocation in wireless multi-user
networks have also been considered in [17-19].
In [15], as in all previously cited works, as far as the def-
inition of the EE is concerned, only the transmit power
is considered, whereas a more meaningful definition of
the EE is obtained when not only the transmit power but
also the power that is dissipated in the electronic cir-
cuitry of each terminal in order to operate the device
is accounted for [20-25]. Moreover, previous works on
distributed EE in interference networks deal with single-
antenna systems, whereas it is confirmed that a crucial
key ingredient of today’s and future wireless networks will
be the use of multiple antennas, which may be very help-
ful in providing diversity gains and dramatically increas-
ing the system performance in terms of effective data
rates and network coverage [26-28]. First, results on EE
in multiple-antenna systems are [22,29], where single-
user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems are
considered and the optimal energy-efficient covariance
matrix is determined.
Motivated by this background, this paper extends the
results of [15] in the following directions:
• The transmitter circuit powers are taken into account
in the definition of the users’ energy efficiency, which
complicates the analysis.
• Multiple-antenna receivers are considered, and
unlike [15], only statistical channel state information
(CSI) is assumed at the transmitter side, which
reduces the amount of feedback required to
implement the proposed algorithms.
• A two-hop interference network in which
communication takes place by means of an
amplify-and-forward relay is also considered.
In this challenging scenario, distributed algorithms for
energy-efficient joint subcarrier and power allocation are
devised. The proposed algorithms require only the solu-
tion of convex problems, which makes their implementa-
tion feasible in real world systems, and will be shown to
always converge to a stable equilibrium point. EE maxi-
mization will also be tackled in the asymptotic regime of a
saturated interference network in which both the number
of active users and of receive antennas grow large with a
fixed ratio.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 describes the considered system model.
Section 3 investigates the energy-efficient resource allo-
cation problem, providing the tools to devise suitable
resource allocation algorithms. Section 4 contains the
asymptotic analysis for saturated networks. In Section 5,
the results of 3 are extended to the relay-assisted sce-
nario, while Section 6 is devoted to the numerical results.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
2 Systemmodel
Consider the uplink of a K × J multi-carrier interference
network. Each receiver is equipped withM receive anten-
nas, and for all k = 1, . . . ,K , ak ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} denotes
the intended receiver for user k. It is assumed here that
receiver assignment has been performed in a previous
phase, and we focus on the resource allocation problem
only. Let L = {1, 2, . . . , L} be the set of available subcarri-
ers in the system, and denote by pk() the k-th user’s trans-
mit power on subcarrier , and by hk,j,m() the complex
channel gain between the k-th user and them-th antenna
of the j-th receiver on the -th subcarrier, modeled as
a realization of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable
with variance
d−ηk,j
M , with dk,j and η denoting the distance
between the k-th mobile user and the j-th BS, and the path
loss exponent, respectively. Let us also define the channel
vector hk,j() = [hk,j,1(), . . . , hk,j,M()]T , with (·)T denot-
ing transpose, modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian random
vector with covariance matrix Rk,j().
In the following, only statistical CSI is assumed at the
transmitters’ side, in terms of second-order statistics of
the channel coefficients and vectors.
Now, for all j = 1, . . . , J , the data received on the
M antennas over subcarrier  can be expressed as the
M-dimensional vector
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pk()hk,j()bk() + wj() ,
(1)
wherein bk() is the information symbol transmitted by
the k-th user on the -th subcarrier frequency, wj() =
[wj,1(), . . . ,wj,M()]T is the additive noise term, modeled
as a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with covariance
matrix σ 2IM. In each receiver, the received data are pro-
cessed by means of maximum ratio combining (MRC).
The resulting instantaneous signal-to-interference-plus-
noise ratio (SINR) for the k-th user is thus expressed, for
all k = 1, . . . ,K , as
γ instk,ak () =
pk()‖hk,ak ()‖4






In this scenario, the aim is to devise a transmit power
and subcarrier allocation algorithm that optimizes the
network’s EE in a distributed way. Here, by distributed,
we mean that the resource allocation process is not jointly
carried out by a computational center which computes
the optimum resource allocation policy, feeding back
the results to the transmitters. Instead, each transmitter
should allocate its own resources in a self-organizing way.
This is a very important feature especially in networks
that, by their own nature, lack a central control unit that
dictates the resource allocation policy, which is the case
for example in relevant communication systems like ad
hoc networks and interference networks.
3 Distributed energy-efficient resource allocation
The aim of this section is to derive a distributed energy-
efficient resource allocation algorithm. The main chal-
lenge in deriving a distributed algorithm in interference
networks is that typically global CSI is needed. Other-
wise stated, each user also needs to know other users’
channels, which requires a too great amount of overhead
information to feedback. In order to circumvent this prob-
lem, the proposed algorithm will be designed so as to
require only statistical CSI at the transmitter side. Since
channel statistics vary at a very slow rate compared to
the actual channel realizations, feeding back only statis-
tical CSI significantly reduces the amount of required
overhead. Moreover, channel statistics can be estimated
more easily than channel coefficients at the receivers. It
is also to be mentioned that present multi-cell networks
are typically endowed with a high-speed backhaul link
which allows the receivers to exchange information with
one another. Therefore, each receiver can easily learn the
channel statistics also of users that are not associated to
it and then feedback this information to its associated
transmitters. Again, the overhead information to be
exchanged on the backhaul link due to the resource alloca-
tion algorithm is quite limited since only channel statistics
need to be shared. Thanks to these features, the algorithm
to be developed lends itself to a distributed implementa-
tion at the transmitter side.
To begin with, we remark that since the resource allo-
cation takes place at the transmitters, the instantaneous
SINR expression (2) cannot be used for resource allo-
cation purposes, because each transmitter only has sta-
tistical CSI. Thus, before turning to the analysis of the
resource allocation algorithm, an average SINR expression
is needed.
3.1 Users’ average SINR
The average power Uk,ak () of the k-th user’s intended
symbol, in his assigned receiver ak , on subcarrier , is
given by










with αk,ak () = R−1/2k,ak ()hk,ak (). Elaborating, Uk,ak ()can be expressed as















































tr2(Rk,ak ()) + 2tr(Rk,ak ()RHk,ak ())
)
,
wherein we have exploited the fact that E[|αk,ak ,(m)|4]=
3 for all m = 1, . . . ,M, because αk,ak ,(m) is a standard
Gaussian variable for allm = 1, . . . ,M. As for the average
power of the interference-plus-noise term, we have

















(Ri,ak ()Rk,ak ()) ,
(4)
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where the last equality stems from the assumption that the
vectors hi,ak () and hk,ak () are statistically independent
for all k = i. Finally, the k-th user’s average SINR, in his













(Ri,ak ()Rk,ak ()) .
(5)
3.2 Proposed distributed algorithm
Having derived an average expression for the users’ SINR,
we are ready to start our analysis of the resource allocation
problem. Mathematically, the distributed energy-efficient








∀ k = 1, . . . ,K
s.t. pk() ≥ 0 ∀ = 1, . . . , L ,∑L=1 pk()








performance metric to optimize, which will be specified
shortly. For all k = 1, . . . ,K , the solution to the k-th prob-
lem in (6) yields the k-th user’s power allocation for a
fixed configuration of the other users’ powers, and any
fixed point of iteration (6) represents a stable resource
allocation policy. We remark that for all k = 1, . . . ,K ,
only the transmit powers {pk()}L=1 have been indicated
as the optimization variables of the generic k-th problem,
because by choosing the transmit powers, each user auto-
matically chooses also the transmit subcarriers. Indeed, a
subcarrier can be discarded by simply transmitting zero
power over it.
Now, traditionally, the EE of a single communication
link is defined as the ratio between the achieved through-
put and the transmitted power, which can be mathe-
matically expressed as [4,10,30], and references therein
EEpc = RDQ
(1 − e−γ )Q
p , (7)
wherein R is the transmit data rate, Q ≥ 1 is the packet
length, D ≤ Q is the number of information symbols
contained in each packet, γ is the achieved SINR, p the
transmit power, and (1 − e−γ )Q is the so-called efficiency
function which approximates the probability of correct
reception for a data-packet of length Q [4,10,30] and ref-
erences therein. We stress that the case of bit-oriented
communications, i.e., Q = 1 is included as a special case
in our definition of the energy efficiency and all results to
follow will hold true also forQ = 1. Moreover, it should be
mentioned that also the case Q > 1 is of practical interest
in modern OFDMA systems, such as LTE [31].
Another widely used efficiency function is the achiev-
able rate log(1 + γ ) [21,23,32]. However, such a choice
applies to strictly static channels but has no information-
theoretic meaning in the considered scenario where
the channels are rapidly varying. In our context, an
information-theoretic meaningful function would be the
ergodic achievable rate E
[
log(1 + γ )]. Such an approach,
which has been considered in [22] for the simpler scenario
of single-user MIMO systems, appears more challenging
in interference networks and is left as future work.
In the considered multi-carrier system, for all k =
1, . . . ,K , (7) can be seen as the per-carrier EE of a given
user. Then, recalling that each user is assigned L subcar-
riers, the EE with which the generic n-th user transmits





1 − e−γn,an ())Q∑L
=1 pn() + Pc,n
, (8)
while the network’s global energy efficiency (GEE),
defined as the ratio of network’s global throughput over





=1(1 − e−γn,an ())Q∑K
n=1
∑L
=1 Pc,n + pn()
, (9)
wherein the circuit power Pc,n that is needed to operate
transmitter n has also been included in the expression of
the consumed power. From a user-centric point of view,
individual maximization of (8), for all n = 1, . . . ,K should
be pursued. However, this would result in iterations (6) to
be not always convergent, and even if convergence occurs,
the resulting power allocation policy may not be efficient
from a social welfare point of view. Indeed, from a social
welfare point of view, the GEE (9) would be a canoni-





However, the drawback of maximizing of (9) is that it
might lead to unfair power allocations. Indeed, due to its
additive nature, the maximum of (9) might be obtained
by having users with very low channel coefficients trans-
mit at very low powers. In order to compromise between
the need to achieve improved overall EE and the need to
obtain a fair resource allocation, similarly to [15], the fol-
lowing multiplicative version of (9) will be considered as
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Due to its multiplicative nature, it is unlikely that a max-
imizer of (10) results in one of the users’ throughputs
to be very low, since each user’s throughputs is a fac-
tor of the product in the numerator of (10). Moreover,
(10) is also a system-wide performance function, since
it is an increasing function of the players’ energy effi-
ciencies. We stress that the maximization of products of
utility functions in order to obtain fair resource alloca-
tion policies is also considered in contexts other than EE
maximization [33,34].
However, the drawback of this approach is that the max-
imization of (10) is clearly more complex than that of (9).
Thus, in order to obtain a mathematically treatable objec-
tive function, the traditional efficiency function (1−e−γ )Q
will be approximated by
(
e−βn/γ
)Q, with βn a suitable con-
stant to be specified. Note that, similarly to (1 − e−γ )Q,
the modified efficiency function
(
e−βn/γ
)Q is still an S-
shapeda, increasing function of γ , approaching zero for
γ → 0 and approaching unity for γ → +∞. Aiming
at approximating (1 − e−γ )Q with (e−βn/γ )Q, a natural
choice for βn is to set it so as to minimize the mean square
error between the two functions. Accordingly, for all n =






1 − e−x))Q − e−Qβn/x]2 dx , (11)
wherein γmax,n is the maximum SINR that user n can
attain. For the case at hand, we have




i.e., the n-th user’s SINR with interference-free transmis-
sion. The following proposition holds.
Proposition 1. The solution to problem (11) is obtained

















with Ei(·) denoting the exponential integral function.
Proof. Setting the first-order derivative of the objective












Applying Newton’s binomial formula to the left-hand-
side of (14) yields the left-hand-side of (13). Next, oper-












It should be stressed that the computation of the coef-
ficients {βn}Kk=1 needs to be performed just once and
can be carried out off-line because each βn only depends
on the constant networks parameters Q, Pmax,n, σ 2, and
E[ ‖hn,an()‖2.
In order to further motivate the validity of the mod-
ified efficiency function as a substitute for the classical
one, let us consider the ratio e−βn/γ1−e−γ . Note that for increas-
ing γ , it converges to one. Moreover, in order to give an
insight as to how large γ is required to be for e−βn/γ1−e−γ to
approach unity, Figure 1 reports such a ratio for the case
γmax,n = 100. It is seen that for γ > 0dB (that is the region
of interest) e−βn/γ1−e−γ is very close to 1.

























s.t. pk() ≥ 0 ∀ = 1, . . . , L ,∑L=1 pk() ≤ Pmax,k .
(17)
Accordingly, the resource allocation algorithm can be
expressed as follows:
Algorithm 1 Distributed resource allocation
Initialize the users’ powers {pk()}K ,Lk=1,=1 to feasible
power vectors.
repeat
for k = 1, . . . ,K do
For fixed pi(), i = k,  = 1, . . . , L, optimize (16)
with respect to {pk()}L=1 by solving problem (17).
end for
until Convergence is reached
Convergence in Algorithm 1 is declared when the dif-
ference between the values of the objective function (16)
achieved at the end of two successive outer loops is below
a predetermined tolerance. The following proposition
guarantees the convergence of Algorithm 1.
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Figure 1 The quantity e
−β/γ
1−e−γ is plotted here versus γ for the case γmax = 100.
Proposition 2. For any feasible initialization point
{p(0)k ()}K ,Lk=1,=1, Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to converge.
Proof. The objective (16) depends on all of the users’
KL transmit powers. After the initialization, we have
ĜEE(0)({p(0)1 ()}L=1, . . . , {p(0)K ()}L=1). After the first
iteration of the for cycle in Algorithm 1, (16) is maxi-
mized with respect to {p1()}L=1 while keeping the other
(K − 1)L powers fixed. Let us denote by {p(1)1 ()}L=1
the L powers resulting from such optimization. Then,
after this first optimization, the new value of the objec-
tive is ĜEE(1)({p11()}L=1, {p(0)2 ()}L=1, . . . , {p(0)K ()}L=1),
and clearly, we have ĜEE(1) ≥ ĜEE(0). In the sec-
ond iteration of the cycle, the powers {p2()}L=1
are optimized. Thus, after the optimization, we
have ĜEE(2)({p11()}L=1, {p(1)2 ()}L=1, {p(0)3 ()}L=1, . . . ,
{p(0)K ()}L=1), and it holds ĜEE
(2) ≥ ĜEE(1). It is seen that
cyclically iterating this procedure originates a sequence
of values of ĜEE(n) which is non-decreasing. As a con-
sequence, since ĜEE is upper-bounded with respect
to the transmit powers, Algorithm 1 will eventually
converge.
Now, in order to complete the resource allocation
design, the solution to problem (17) remains to be tack-
led. Such a problem is not convex, because the objective
is not concave, but it is possible to recast it as a convex
problemwithout loss of optimality, by exploiting the result
in the following proposition. Next, we will also provide
an algorithm to solve problem (17) that employs the alter-
nating maximization technique [35], rather than using the
convex reformulation.









pk() + ck()pk() + log(pk() + Pc,k)
)

























Moreover, the objective of (18) has a unique maximizer,
which lies in its concave region.
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Proof. We start by observing that it is possible to apply
any increasing function to (16) without changing its max-

























Then, plugging the expression for the users’ SINRs and
highlighting the terms that depend on the k-th user’s
































with Ck including all the terms that do not depend on the
k-th user’s transmit powers. Then, by inspection, it is seen
that (56) coincides with the objective of (18), and the first
part of the thesis is proved. In order to prove the second
part, let us first note that (18) is not a convex problem,
because its objective is not concave, as can be verified by
direct computation of its Hessian. However, the objective
of (18) has a unique maximum which lies within the con-
cave region of the objective function. To prove this, let















− ck() − 1pk() + Pc,k . (24)
Setting (24) to zero and elaborating yields the equation
ck()p3k()+(ck()Pc,k+1)p2k()=ak()pk()+ak()Pc,k ,
(25)
which is guaranteed to admit a unique solution for pos-
itive pk(), because an increasing cubic curve with zero
intercept is on the left-hand-side, while a line with positive
slope and intercept is on the right-hand-side. Denoting
by p∗k() such a solution, it is also seen that, for all k =
1, . . . ,K , gk(pk()) is an increasing function for pk() ≤
p∗k(), thus implying that p∗k() is a maximizer for gk().














which shows that {p∗k()}L=1 is the unique maximizer of
the objective of (18). Next, let us compute the Hessian
of the objective of (18). It is easy to realize that all the
off-diagonal components equal zero, whereas for all  =













Thus, the resulting Hessian is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal entries given by (27). Also, it is seen that (27)
vanishes when p3k() = 2ak()(pk() + Pc,k)2, which is
guaranteed to admit a unique solution for positive pk()
because the intersection between a positive cubic curve
with zero intercept and a convex parabola with positive
intercept is unique. For all  = 1, . . . , L, denote by p¯k()
such a solution. Then, by inspection, it can also be seen
that (27) is negative for pk() < p¯k(), thus implying
that gk() is concave for pk() < p¯k(). Consequently,
uk =
∑L
=1 gk(pk()) is concave when pk() < p¯k() for
all  = 1, . . . , L. Now, in order to complete the proof, it
is to be shown that p∗k() ≤ p¯k(), for all  = 1, . . . , L,
which is equivalent to showing that the first-order deriva-
tive of gk() is negative when evaluated at p¯k(). To see
this note that from the left-hand-side of (27), it follows
that, for all  = 1, . . . , L, p¯k() has to satisfy the equation
ak()
p¯2k()





− ck() − 1p¯k() + Pc,k = (28)
p¯k()
2(p¯k() + Pc,k)2 − ck() −
1
p¯k() + Pc,k =
− p¯k() + 2Pc,k + 2ck()(p¯k() + Pc,k)2(p¯k() + Pc,k) < 0 .
(29)
Hence, the thesis.
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Thus, Proposition 3 allows to reformulate the non-
convex problem (18) as a convex one by restricting the
problem domain to the concave region of the objective
function, which can be done by simply imposing the addi-
tional constraints pk() ≤ p¯k() for all  = 1, . . . , L in (18).
This causes no loss of optimality, since the global maxi-
mum has been proved to lie in the concave region of the
objective function.
Moreover, since numerical algorithms might still be
too complex when the network’s load grows too large or
in scenarios when computational complexity is a critical
issue, in the following, we provide another, even more,
computationally efficient technique to solve (18), based
on the alternating maximization algorithm [35]. Accord-
ing to the alternating maximization, a function can be
cyclically maximized with respect to one (or a block of)
variable, while keeping the other variables fixed. For the
case at hand, this means that in each cycle, problem (18)
can be solved with respect to one of the transmit powers,
say pk(), while keeping the other powers {pk(q)}q = fixed,
thus converting problem (18) into a sequence of scalar
sub-problems, each of which can be solved in closed-
form. Indeed, when only the generic power pk() is to be
optimized, problem (18) can be recast as{max
pk()
gk(pk())
s.t. pk() ≥ 0 , pk() ≤ Pmax,k −∑q = pk(q) .
(30)
In Proposition 2, it has already been proved that
gk(pk()) admits a unique maximizer p∗k() which is given
by the solution to (25). Consequently, the solution to









Equipped with this result, the formal alternating maxi-
mization algorithm to solve problem (18) can be stated as
follows
Similarly as for Algorithm 1, convergence in Algorithm
2 is declared when the value of the objective of (18) after
two successive outer loops is below a given threshold.
Convergence of Algorithm 2 can be proved with similar
algorithms as for Algorithm 1.
From (31), it also follows that for large Pmax,k ,
Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to converge to the global solu-
tion of (18) in L iterations. Indeed, for large Pmax,k , after
L iterations of the alternating maximization, the result-
ing transmit powers will be pk() = p∗k(), which is the
global maximizer of solution of (18). In Section 6, the per-
formance obtained using Algorithm 2 to solve (18) will
be contrasted to that achieved by solving (18) through its
convex reformulation.
3.3 The proposed algorithm as a potential game
In this section, we will briefly provide a different look
on the proposed algorithm, showing how it fits into the
framework of game theory and in particular of potential
games. Let us first give some details on non-cooperative
games and potential games.
In its strategic form, a game G can be described as a
triplet G = {K, {Sk}Kk=1, {uk}Kk=1}, wherein K is the set
of players (e.g., the communicating devices in a wireless
network), Sk is the set of all possible strategies for the
k-th player, and uk represents the utility function or pay-
off of the k-th player; uk is a scalar function depending
on the strategies taken by all players of the game. Thus,
a change in strategy from one player affects all the other
players as well, and triggers a dynamic process, in which
players iteratively update their own strategies as a reaction
to changes in the strategies of the other players. This pro-




uk(sk , s−k) , ∀k ∈ K , (32)
with sk and s−k being the k-th player’s strategy and set
of the other player’s strategies, respectively. The coupled
problems (32) are usually referred to as best-response
dynamics (BRD), because for all k ∈ K, in the k-th iter-
ation, given the strategies of the other players s−k , player
k responds by choosing his own strategy sk in order to
Algorithm 2 Solution of problem (18)
i=0; Initialize {p(i)k ()}L=1 to a feasible power vector.
repeat
i=i+1;
for  = 1, . . . , L do














until Convergence is reached
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maximize his own utility function. Each fixed point of
(32), if any, is termed Nash equilibrium (NE). At an NE,
no user can unilaterally improve its own utility by taking
a different strategy, thus implying that each user, provided
that the other users’ strategies do not change, is not inter-
ested in changing his own strategy. In general, given a
generic strategic-form game, convergence of the BRD to
an NE is not guaranteed, even if one or more NEs exist.
We give now the formal definition of a potential game
[16]. A strategic game G = [K, {Sk} , {uk}] is called an
exact potential game if there exists a function V : S1 ×
S2 × . . .SK → R such that for any k ∈ K and for any
(sk , s−k), (s∗k , s−k) ∈ S1y × S2 × . . .SK , we have
uk(sk , s−k) − uk(s∗k , s−k) = V (sk , s−k) − V (s∗k , s−k) .
(33)
The function V is called the potential function of the
game. A very attractive property of potential games is that
at least one NE is guaranteed to exist and that the BRD
always converges to an NE, provided the potential func-
tion is upper-bounded. In our scenario, it can be seen that
the distributed resource allocation algorithm can be seen
as a potential game Gpot, with the mobile users as players,
with potential function V given by (21) and utility func-
tions given by uk = V − Ck , for all k = 1, . . . ,K , with
Ck being the additive constant that appears in (56). Thus,
the resource allocation policy obtained at the fixed point
of Algorithm 1 can be regarded as an NE of Gpot.
4 Energy-efficient resource allocation in
saturated networks with fairness constraint
In Section 3, an energy-efficient performance function has
been proposed that results at the same time in improved
overall network’s performance and in a fair resource allo-
cation to the users. This has been tackled assuming only
partial CSI and thus operating with average users’ SINR
expressions. In this section, a different approach is taken.
The scenario in which each user k allocates his own
resources to maximize the EE (8) of his own communi-
cation link is addressed. This problem will be tackled in
the asymptotic regime of a saturated network in which
the number of active users and the number of antennas
equipped at each receiver grow to infinity with a fixed
ratio KM = α. Unlike what happens in the non-asymptotic
regime, it will be shown that in the asymptotic regime
individual maximization of (8) is guaranteed to converge
to an equilibrium. The problem can be formally stated as













∀ k = 1, . . . ,K
s.t. pk() ≥ 0 ∀ = 1, . . . , L ,∑L=1 pk() ≤ Pmax,k ∀ k = 1, . . . ,K
.
(34)
where we have denoted by γ ask,ak () the asymptotic expres-
sion of the k-th user’s SINR in the limiting case ofM,K →
∞, with KM = α. We remark that γ ask,ak () can be eval-
uated as the limit of the instantaneous SINR (2), instead
of the average SINR (5) because the fast-fading channels
that appear in (2) will be averaged out in the asymptotic
regime. Indeed, recalling that hk,ak () = R1/2k,ak ()αk,ak (),where αk,ak () is a zero-mean uncorrelated Gaussian vec-
tor and that the diagonal entries of R1/2k,ak () have mag-nitude proportional to 1/M, it is possible to leverage
[36, Lemma 2.29] to show that ‖hk,ak ()‖2 → tr(Rk,ak ())
and |hk,ak ()hHi,ak ()|2 → tr(Rk,ak ()Ri,ak ()). Conse-
quently, we have











and we notice that, as already anticipated, (35) does not
contain the users’ channels realizations and therefore can
be employed at the transmitters’ side for resource alloca-
tion purposes.
Now, in the notable case of uncorrelated fading, we have
Rk,ak () = 1Md−ηk,ak IM, and (35) becomes
γ ask,ak () =
pk()d−ηk,a(k)





Next, in order to ensure fairness among the users in
terms of throughput and delay [5,37], we enforce the
constraint that each transmit signal is received with the
same power in its assigned receiver, namely pi()d−ηi,a(i) =
PR(), ∀i ∈ L, whereinL is the set of users transmitting
on the -th carrier. Then, we can write
γ ask,ak () =
PR()






Now, in the limit of an infinite number of users K, it
is reasonable to assume that they will be uniformly dis-
tributed over the L available subcarriers, so that each
subcarrier is loaded with the same number of users, and
the cardinality of the set L can be taken to be K/L. Con-
sequently, the sum at the denominator of (37) converges
to KL μk , with μk being the mean of the random variable
defined as the η-th power of the ratio between the dis-
tance of a user randomly located in the network from his
assigned receiver, and the distance of the same user from
receiver ak . Thus, (37) becomes
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γ ask,ak () =
pk()d−ηk,a(k)()
σ 2 + αLμkpk()d−ηk,a(k)()
, (38)
and we notice that multiuser interference has been aver-
aged out, as it was expected [26]. Equipped with this

















∀ k = 1, . . . ,K
s.t. pk() ≥ 0 ∀ = 1, . . . , L ,∑L=1 pk() ≤ Pmax,k ∀ k = 1, . . . ,K
,
(39)
and the following proposition holds.
Proposition 4. Iterations (39) are guaranteed to con-
verge to an equilibrium in K iterations.
Proof. Since multiuser interference is averaged out in
the asymptotic SINR, we infer that the K problems in
(39) can be decoupled and independently solved. There-
fore, after all of the K users have solved their corre-
sponding maximization problem in (39), a fixed point is
reached.
We remark that the solution to the generic k-th prob-
lem in (39) can be obtained by means of the alternat-
ing maximization algorithm, in a similar fashion as for
Algorithm 2.
5 Distributed energy-efficient resource allocation
in relay-assisted systems
In this section, we show how the approach proposed in
Section 3 extends to two-hop, relay-assisted interference
networks. The systemmodel of Section 3 will be modified
by adding a fixed, single-antenna, amplify-and-forward
(AF) relay between transmitters and receivers. In each
symbol interval, the base-band, discrete-timemodel of the





pk()hk()bk() + wr() , (40)
wherein hk() is the k-th user’s complex channel coeffi-
cient to the relay on subcarrier , modeled as a realization
of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance
σ 2hk (), while wr() is the thermal noise on subcarrier ,modeled as a realization of a zero-mean complex circu-
lar Gaussian variable with variance σ 2r . In order to avoid
amplifier saturation at the relay, yr() is to be normalized
by the square root of its power Pt() [25,38], which can be
computed as




where we have exploited the fact that the noise is uncor-
related with the information symbols, and that informa-
tion symbols from different users are uncorrelated with
each other. After normalization, yr() is amplified by the
amplification factor a2R() subject to the power constraint∑L
=1 a2R() ≤ Pr , with Pr denoting the available relay
power. It is to be mentioned that an equivalent approach
would be to avoid normalizing yr() and considering the
relay power constraint
∑L
=1 a2R()Pt() ≤ Pr . However,
such an approach has the drawback that the relay power
constraints should also be enforced on the transmitters.
Indeed, since the relay has no control over the terms Pt(),
in order to guarantee that it is always possible to meet the
relay power constraint, each transmitter k should allocate
its transmit powers {pk()}L=1 not only based on its max-
imum feasible transmit power but also so as to fulfill the
relay power constraint with respect to {pk()}L=1, namely













This introduces a coupling between the relay and the
mobile users which is not always easy to manage in dis-
tributed systems like an interference network. Instead,
the normalization approach has the advantage of mak-
ing the relay completely independent of the mobile users,
ensuring that the relay amplifier never goes into satura-
tion without having to enforce additional constraints on
the transmitters.
After amplification, the signal is forwarded to the
multiple-antenna receiversb. Assuming that the distance
between transmitters and receivers is such that the mag-
nitude of the signal received directly from the transmitters
is negligible with respect to the relayed signal, the SINR
achieved by the k-th user in its intended receiver j = a(k)
after MRC reception by the filter hkgak is given by
γ instk,ak () =
pk()a2R()|hk()|4‖gak ()‖4
σ 2|hk()|4‖gak ()‖2pk() + |hk()|2‖gak ()‖2
(
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wherein gj() denotes the vector channel between the
relay and receiver j, modeled as a realization of a zero-
mean Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix
Rgj(). The main difference of the considered scenario
with respect to one-hop systems is that the useful power
pk() also appears at the denominator of the SINR,
whereas in the one-hop case the SINR was simply propor-
tional to the useful power.
Now, in order to design a distributed resource allocation
algorithm, the first step is to obtain an average expres-
sion of the SINR with respect to the users’ channels. As
for the numerator Nk,ak () of (43), leveraging the results




] = pk()a2R()E [|hk()|4]E [|gHak ()gak ()|2]







where we have also exploited the fact that hk() and gak ()
are statistically independent with one another. As for the
denominator, the average of the term that depends on the
useful power pk can be computed as
pk()σ 2E
[|hk()|4]E [‖gak ()‖2] = pk()σ 23σ 4hk ()tr(Rgak ()),
(45)
























Finally, defining for notational convenience the quan-
tities Rgak () =
(
tr2(Rgak ()) + 2tr(Rgak ()RHgak ())
)
and
zk() = σ 2r σ 2hk ()
(
a2R()Rgak () + σ 2tr(Rgak ())
)
, for all
k = 1, . . . ,K , the average SINR enjoyed by the k-th user
in its assigned receiver on subcarrier  is expressed as
Next, we follow the approach of Section 3 and con-
sider the optimization problem (6) with (16) as objective
function and the new SINR expression (48). The vari-
ables to optimize are not only the users’ powers but also
the relay amplification factors {a2R()}L=1. With respect to
the choice of (16) as objective in relay-assisted systems,
one remark is in order. The main reason to optimize the
EE in wireless networks is to limit the energy consump-
tion of battery-powered terminals, in order to prolong
their lifetime. However, fixed relays are usually linked to
the electrical supply network and therefore have a virtu-
ally indefinite lifetime, which makes the investigation of
energy-efficient relaying protocols of little practical inter-
est. For this reason, the power consumed by the relay
will not be included in the denominator of (48) and the
scenario to be tackled is that in which the relay always
employs its full power to maximize (16) in order to help
the mobile nodes improve their own energy-saving capa-
bilities. Then, a similar resource allocation algorithm as
Algorithm 1 can be stated as follows.
Algorithm 3 Distributed resource allocation in relay-
assisted systems
Initialize the users’ powers {pk()}K ,Lk=1,=1 and the relay
amplification factors {a()}L=1 to feasible power
vectors.
repeat
For fixed transmit powers, maximize (16) with
respect to {a2R()}L=1, subject to the relay power
constraint
∑L
=1 a2R() ≤ Pr .
for k = 1, . . . ,K do
For fixed {a2R()}L=1 and pi(), i = k,  = 1, . . . , L,
maximize (16) with respect to {pk()}L=1 by solv-
ing problem (17).
end for
until Convergence is reached
Convergence of Algorithm 3 can be proved with sim-
ilar arguments as for Algorithm 1, since after each step,
the objective (16) is not decreased. In order to implement
Algorithm 3, both the relay optimization problem as well
as problem (17) with the new SINR expression (48) need
to be solved. These two goals are accomplished in the
following two sections.
γk,ak () =
pk()a2R()3σ 4hk ()Rgak ()







σ 2tr(Rgak ()) + a2R()Rgak ()
) (48)
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5.1 Relay optimization
To begin with, we observe that only the numerator of (16) depends on {a()}L=1, through the users’ SINRs γk,ak ().






s.t. a2R() ≥ 0 ∀ = 1, . . . , L ,
∑L
=1 a2R() ≤ Pr
. (49)
The following proposition holds.
Proposition 5. The objective of problem (49) is a log-concave function of {a2R()}L=1.

























hi()Rgan (), and ψn() =
pn()σ 23σ 4hn()tr(Rgan ()) + σ 2r σ 2σ 2hn()tr(Rgan ()) +
∑
i=n pi()σ 2σ 2hi()σ
2
hn()tr(Rgan ()). Denote by vn() the generic






As a consequence, the relay amplification factors on each subcarrier can be found by solving a convex problem
equivalent to (49), which is obtained by simply considering the logarithm of the objective.
5.2 Transmitters optimization
In order to solve problem (17) for all k = 1, . . . ,K , the following proposition is provided, which extends the results of
Proposition 3 to the relay-assisted scenario.
Proposition 6. Assume the generic k-th user’s average SINR is expressed as in (48). Then, for any k = 1, . . . ,K, problem









s.t. pk() ≥ 0 ∀ = 1, . . . , L ,∑L=1 pk() ≤ Pmax,k . (52)
wherein








σ 2tr(Rgak ()) + a2R()Rgak ()
)⎞⎠ (53)





σ 2σ 2hk ()σ
2
hn()tr(Rgan ()) + a2R()σ 2hn()σ 2hk ()Rgan ()
3a2R()σ 4hn()Rgan ()pn()
. (54)
Moreover, the objective of (52) has a unique maximizer, which lies in its concave region.
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Proof. The proof of this result follows along the same lines as the proof of Proposition 3. First, applying the logarithmic























+ ln (pn() + Pc,n)) . (55)











σ 2tr(Rgak ()) + a2R()Rgak ()
)







σ 2σ 2hk ()σ
2










with Ck including all the terms that do not depend on the k-th user’s transmit powers. Then, it can be seen that (56)
coincides with the objective of (52), which proves the first part of the thesis. As for the second part, let us denote each



















Comparing (58) with (23), it follows that, up to the con-
stant term μk()
αk()
, for all  = 1, . . . , L, fk(pk()) is formally
equivalent to the function gk(pk()) given by (23), which
was encountered in the proof of Proposition 3. Con-
sequently, since the constant term μk()
αk()
vanishes when
computing the derivatives of (58), and since the proper-
ties that were shown to hold for gk(pk()) in the proof of
Proposition 3were derived assuming no particular expres-
sion for the coefficients ak() and ck(), the two functions
fk(pk()) and gk(pk()) will enjoy similar properties and
the line of reasoning employed in Proposition 3 can be
replicated here to obtain the thesis. 
Therefore, similarly to the one-hop case, also in the
relay-assisted scenario, it is possible to recast the generic
k-th problem in (6) in convex form without loss of
generality by simply restricting the feasible set to the
concave region of the objective. Moreover, for appli-
cations in which computational complexity is a major
issue, a similar algorithm as Algorithm 2 can be devised
resorting to the alternating maximization technique, in
order to convert problem (17) into a sequence of scalar
problems.
6 Numerical results
An interference network operating in a square area of
2, 800 × 2, 800 m2 has been considered. The network
consists of J = 4 receivers, each one equipped with
M = 4 antennas, placed at points inside the square with
coordinates (700; 700), (700; 2, 100), (2, 100; 700), and
(2, 100; 2, 100), respectively, and of mobile users placed
randomly inside the square. Each user is assigned to the
receiver toward which he has the best channel coefficient.
The system bit rate has been set to R = 100 kbits/s,
the maximum feasible transmit power to Pmax,k = 0
dBW for all k = 1, . . . ,K , the noise power to σ 2 =
10−9 W, the power decay factor to η = 2, and the cir-
cuit power Pc,k = 100 dBm, for all k = 1, . . . ,K . The
performance is analyzed with reference to the transmis-
sion of each single symbol, thus setting Q = 1. The
channel vectors hk,ak () have been modeled as zero-mean
Gaussian random vectors with covariance matrix
d−ηk,ak
M R,
where R has been generated according to the exponen-
tial correlation model with correlation coefficient ρ. The
presented results have been obtained by averaging over
104 random realizations for all system parameters. The
number of active users ranges up to K = 15, while the
number of subcarriers available to each user has been set
to L = 3. Thus, a very hostile operating condition is con-
sidered, since the network load ranges up to K/L = 5.
Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1 refer to the case ρ = 0,
thus addressing the notable case of independent chan-
nel coefficients. Figures 2 and 3 address the performance
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Statistical CSI with Alternating Maximization
Initial Minimum EE
Figure 2 ρ = 0. Minimum EE [bits/J]. (blue solid line with circle)
Fixed point of Algorithm 1 with alternating maximization; (red dashed
line with diamond) fixed point of Algorithm 1 with convex
reformulation of problem (18); (black solid line) Algorithm 1
implemented with instantaneous, perfect CSI; (blue dashed line)
initial minimum EE.
of Algorithm 1. Figure 2 evaluates the performance of
Algorithm 1 in terms of the minimum EE, over the users,
versus the number of active users. Otherwise stated,
the shown performance metric is mink EEk , with EEk
being the standard EE (8), achieved at the fixed point of
Algorithm 1. It is to be stressed that the instantaneous EE
has been plotted, meaning that once Algorithm 1 has con-
verged, the resulting transmit powers have been used to
evaluate the instantaneous achieved SINR (2) and then to








Statistical CSI with Alternating Maximization
Figure 3 ρ = 0. Achieved value of (21). (Blue solid line with circle)
Fixed point of Algorithm 1 with alternating maximization; (red dashed
line with diamond) fixed point of Algorithm 1 with convex
reformulation of problem (18); (black solid line) fixed point of
Algorithm 1 implemented with instantaneous, perfect CSI.
Table 1 ρ = 0, average number of outer loops needed for
Algorithm 1 to converge versus the number of active users
Instantaneous CSI Statistical CSI
K = 2 4.90 4.25
K = 4 7.59 6.25
K = 6 9.17 7.39
K = 8 10.49 8.39
K = 10 11.54 9.29
K = 12 12.63 10.05
K = 14 13.85 10.80
Convergence is declared when E(i) = ‖p
(i)()−p(i−1)()‖2
‖p(i)()‖2 ≤ 10−6 , for all
 = 1, . . . , L, with p(i)() = {p(i)k ()}Kk=1 being the power vector after the i-th
outer loop.
compute the EE (8). The following scenarios have been
contrasted:
• Algorithm 1 implemented by solving the generic k-th
problem of (17) according to Algorithm 2
• Algorithm 1 implemented by solving the generic k-th
problem of (17) by means of its convex reformulation.
• As a benchmark, the minimum EE obtained when
Algorithm 1 is run with perfect, instantaneous CSI is
reported.
• Initial minimum EE resulting from a random power
allocation over the available subcarriers. This
scenario is shown for comparison purposes, since it
represents the minimum EE before the resource
allocation scheme comes into play.










Statistical CSI with Alternating Maximization
Initial Minimum EE
Figure 4 ρ = 0.5, minimum EE [bits/J]. (Blue solid line with circle)
Fixed point of Algorithm 1 with alternating maximization; (red dashed
line with diamond) fixed point of Algorithm 1 with convex
reformulation of problem (18); (black solid line) Algorithm 1
implemented with instantaneous, perfect CSI; (blue dashed line)
initial minimum EE.
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Figure 5 Average instantaneous SINR against its asymptotic
approximation. α = 0.5.
Results clearly show that the proposed games with sta-
tistical CSI largely improve the initial EE while suffering a
limited gap with respect to the instantaneous CSI bench-
mark, even for very high network loads. It is also inter-
esting to note how the performance of Algorithm 1 are
virtually identical when problem (17) is solved by means
of Algorithm 2 and by its convex reformulation, thus indi-
cating that the low-complexity Algorithm 2 can effectively
substitute standard numerical algorithms.
Figure 3 considers a similar scenario, with the difference
that the shown performance metric is the social welfare
function (21). Similar remarks as for Figure 2 hold.
Table 1 contrasts the average number of outer loops
needed for Algorithm 1 to reach convergence when statis-
tical and instantaneous CSI is available. As expected, the
number of iterations increases with the network load, but
it is still satisfactory even for high network loads. Also, it is
seen that the number of required iterations with statistical
CSI is only slightly lower than that with perfect CSI.
Next, we focus on the case in which the network is
affected by correlated fading. In Figure 4, it has been set
ρ = 0.5, and a similar scenario as in Figure 2 is shown.
It is seen that also with correlated fading, Algorithm 1
enjoys similar properties as with uncorrelated fading, and
similar remarks as for the case ρ = 0 can be made.
Similar results, which are omitted for brevity’s sake, have
been obtained when the performance metric is the social
welfare function (21) instead of the minimum EE.
Finally, in Figure 5, the asymptotic scenario of Section 4
is addressed. In order to obtain an insight as to how
large K and M need to be for the asymptotic expression
(36) to be valid, the average, over the users and subcar-









=1 γ ask,ak (), with
γ ask,ak () expressed as in (36), have been contrasted forincreasing K and M = K/α, with α = 0.5. The results
show that a good approximation is already obtained for
K ≈ 20.
7 Conclusions
This paper has dealt with the problem of distributed
resource allocation in the uplink of a multi-carrier inter-
ference network with multiple receive antennas. A per-
formance metric that trades off between the need for
improved overall EE and the need for a fair resource
allocation has been proposed, and distributed resource
allocation algorithms that are guaranteed to converge to
a stable equilibrium have been devised, relying only on
statistical CSI at the transmitters’ side. Both one-hop and
two-hop networks have been considered. The proposed
algorithms have an affordable computational load, since
they only require the solution of convex problems. Indi-
vidual EE maximization in one-hop saturated network in
which the number of users and of receive antennas in
each receiver grow large with a fixed ratio has also been
tackled. Also in this case, a distributed resource allocation
algorithm that converges to a stable equilibrium has been
designed. Finally, numerical results have been provided to
assess the performance of the proposed procedures.
Endnotes
aA function is said to be S-shaped if there exists a point
below which it is convex and above which it is concave.
bThe forwarded signal is transmitted on an orthogonal
channel, usually by means of frequency or time division
duplex, to avoid interference with the incoming signal
from the users.
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